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Abstract-A solution of Liouville’s equation that corresponds to a system’s reduced 
hydrodynamic level of description is given. Constitutive relations, which prove to be 
nonlinear. nonlocal, and delaying. are calculated with the help of the distribution func- 
tion obtained. 
The calculation of memory and nonlocality effects enables one to derive both the 
already-known equations of fluid mechanics for equations of phenomenological theory 
of viscoelasticity, Navier-Stokes and Burnett’s equations, and the equations not pre- 
viously studied. In particular, it is shown that the calculation of memory effects in the 
local limit leads to a dependence of fluxes not only on the gradients of hydrodynamic 
values, but also on their time derivatives. On the other hand, the calculation of non- 
locality effects leads to the dependence of the transport coefficients on the gradients 
of hydrodynamic values. 
INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, several investigators have used methods of statistical mechanics to show 
that, in general, constitutive relations are nonlocal and delaying[l-61; however, when 
dealing with hydrodynamics, they have confined themselves to the local and linear in the 
gradients approximation, and their calculations are on a level with the Navier-Stokes 
description. Nonlinear but local constitutive relations, more precisely the constitutive 
relations of the second order, were obtained by Grossman[7], McLennan[S], and Dufty 
and Lindenfeld[9]. Robertson[ 101 and Piccirelli[ I I] showed that the relaxation transport 
kernels are nonlocal functionals of hydrodynamic variables. An explicit form of these 
functions was established by Rudyak and Yanenko[l2], who also demonstrated that the 
relaxation transport kernels are nonlinear functions of the gradients of hydrodynamic 
variables. Thus, the equations of fluid dynamics have been proven to be nonlinear inte- 
grodifferential equations. Therefore, the theory of similar equations only starts to develop, 
and consequently their method for solving the practical problems of fluid mechanics is 
thus far impossible. For this reason, there exists the problems of obtaining and studying 
mathematically the physically substantiated ifferential model equations of tluid dynam- 
ics. In this study we have made an attempt to solve this problem for some classes of 
flows. With this end in view, the following section represents a genera1 solution of Liou- 
ville’s equations, and in the succeeding section the generalized equations of hydrodyn- 
amics are derived. In the remaining sections, the differential model equations of fluid 
dynamics are derived. In these equations, the influence of the memory effects on the 
transport processes and the nonlocality of the medium are taken into account. 
THE SOLUTION OF LIOUVILLE’S EQUATION 
Let us consider a system, N, of structureless molecules, which generally constitute 
the a-component system. The state of such a system is described in the distribution 
40 I 
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function, F(rr , pl , . , . , rN, pN, t), which satisfies the Liouville’s equation 
$7 + iF = 0 
Here, i is the Liouville operator, 
(1) 
(2) 
in which pK, rK, mK are momentum, coordinate, and mass of the K-th molecule, respec- 
tively, and aKI ( 1 rK - ri 1 ) = @K,i is the intermolecular potential. 
We shall seek the solution of Eq. (1) in the form of the sum of the local-equilibrium 
distribution function, F,,, and some unknown function, F, , 
F = F,, + F, , (3) 
and 
Here, 8, fi, and ri, are the 
particle, respectively: 
fi= 
operators of energy density, momentum density, and number 
@;i 6 (ri - RI, I (5) 
and 
p = & = -$ pi 6b-i - RI, fj = 6, = 
;=I mi 
5 S(r; - RI, 
i= I 
in which S(r, - R) is the Dirac delta function, p the inverse local temperature, u the 
macroscopic velocity, uU the local chemical potential of the component cx, and R the 
coordinate of physical space. The functions F and F,, are normalized on the unit, and Q 
is given by normalization. 
In the system described by the local-equilibrium distribution function, the dissipative 
processes are not available[l]. The irreversible transport processes are described, thus, 
by the function F, , which satisfies the equation 
@.I t + iF, = - (% + LF,)) . 
The term dF,,lat on the right-hand side of this equation is equal to 
dF(, -= - 
at Fo Ki, 1 0% - GK)%dR, 
(6) 
(7) 
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and 
(8) 
in which dr is an element of the phase space. 
One can show that the g&R, t) are generally nonlocal functionals of GAR, t). There- 
fore, by using the macroscopic equations 
aGK -= 
at 
- VR.JK, K = 1, 2, 3 
JK = CJ,),, VRi = a&R;, 
one finds that aFolat is defined by the expressions 
(9) 
aF0 -= 
at 
Fo 5 JJ [GK(R) - GK(R)] s V,;(J,(R~))F dR dR1 
K.n n 1 
FF = IO 2 JJ [GK(R) - GK(R)I s v~;(j,(Rr))~dR dR1, 
K,m n I 
in which jK is the flux operator corresponding to the operator G;K. 
Thus, Eq. (6) takes the form 
$ + (? + i)F, = - (? + i)Fo. (11) 
By following Robertson[4], let us introduce the evalution operator of this equation, 
fI(t, t,), with the help of which its solution can be written as follows: 
F,(t) = fi(t, toF,(to) - /’ Ibt, t,) @ + bFo(t,) dt,, (12) 
to 
in which to is the initial moment of time. 
The solution remains formal because the operator, fi(t, t,), is not defined. It is easy 
to see, however, that this operator can be represented in the form of 
fi(t, ti) = exp {-J]: f’(td dt,} s--(I-,,) = +(t, tl)kcr-tlj, 
in which s--(,_ftj = e-i(r-“’ is the iv-particle streaming operator. 
In its turn, the operator, +(t, tr), satisfies the equation 
(13) 
a+dt, td 1 A ” 
atI 
-= +iF(r, fl)S-(r-t,) T(f,Dct-,,,, + (t, t) = 1. 
The solution of this equation can be written in the form of an infinite series, as follows: 
+r(t, t,) = c T 
K=O 
-(K) = 1 + 2 (- l)K ,-I “’ ,-1 s-(,__t~) ?(tK)i--(fK-,K-,) *” 
K=l 
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Furthermore, if one considers that Fl(to) = 0, then the function F, takes the form 
F,(t) = - ’ +jF(f. &-r,) [(” + i)F,,],, dr, (16) 
in which operator, +(t, rl), is defined by Eq. (15). 
GENERALIZED CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS 
The generalized constitutive relations, i.e., the general expressions for the stress tensor, 
Ji, heat current vector, J; , and diffusion vector, J;. are obtained by averaging with the 
functions (3) and (16) of the flux operator, J;: 
J/(R I) = J/&R, t) - j-j-1 JI(R)%r, t,)~~+,,, [(si- + i)F,,l,, dr, dI 
(17) 
Jk, = (JIbi,, i= 1,2,3. 
Here and in what follows, the prime indicates that the given value is written in the co- 
ordinate system moving with the velocity, u. 
Now, by computing the expressions ?Fo and iFo and substituting them in Eq. (17), 
we obtain the final formulae for the stress tensor, heat flow vector, and diffusion vector 
Ji’R f) = J&(R, t) + i: J]: j-j- (J:(R), +(f, t,)s-~r,j &RI, R2, t,)Fo(t,)) 
K=l 
.VRGPK(R~, tl) dRz dR, dr,, i = 1, 2, 3 (18) 
(PI = p, cp2 = u, 93 = ppcY = vu 
and 
= J;(R)W, tl)jP+r,j [.%(R,, R2) - JL(R,, R2)1&(fl) dr (19) 
j: = j; (R,)s(R, _ Rz) + pf(R ) NS! I 
PWI) ’ 
ti; = - ci; (RI) P(R,) WI - R2) + [H’(Rz)U + JioUWl [- fWW (s), 
+ &CR,) ($$$),1 + n&W[ - Ij’W ($$ 
+ &@I) ($$$,I 3 
j; = - j;,(R,) 6(R, - Rz) + @‘(RI) y. (w) , 
I va 2 p 
in which p is the mass density of fluid, and U the ordinary second rank tensor. 
The constitutive relations (18) are nonlocal and delaying. The delay is connected with 
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the finite rate of the propagation of disturbances in a medium. The spatial nonlocality is 
conditioned by both the intermolecular nonlocality and statistical effects, which are a 
consequence of the interaction of physically small fluid volumes. One should distinguish 
the two types of nonlocality that are contained in Eq. (18). The first is the nonlocality 
associated with the dissipative fluxes correlation, and the second is the nonlocality con- 
ditioned by the nonlocality of the relaxation transport kernels (19). In reality, the operator, 
+, is a nonlinear and nonlocal functional of hydrodynamic variables and their gradients, 
and, hence, the relaxation transport kernels (19) are also nonlinear and nonlocal func- 
tionals of hydrodynamic variables and their gradients. In the following equation, the re- 
laxation transport kernels are denoted thus: 
MKCR, RI, Rz, t - [I I w(R3)). (20) 
A vertical bar in the argument, MjK, signifies a functional dependence of the relaxation 
transport kernels on the hydrodynamic variables. 
A characteristic scale of the first type of nonlocality, I,., has an order of the correlation 
length, i.e., the length in which MiK differs from zero. For gases being far from a critical 
point, this length, for example, is comparable with a mean free path 1. A characteristic 
scale of the second type of nonlocality changes from I’() G 1 (r. is the range of intermolecular 
potential) up to some value I,, 2 1 depending on the medium considered and the kind of 
phenomenon. Thus, for example, in a moderately dense gas, the nonlocality is conditioned 
by the nonlocal character of the molecular interaction, and its characteristic scale is I’(). 
On the other hand, in a turbulent medium, the scale of nonlocality is determined by the 
characteristic dimension of the vortex, so that in a general case I,, # I,.. 
If we now substitute the expressions (18) in the macroscopic equations (9), we can 
derive the generalized equations of fluid dynamics. In particular, the momentum equ2ion 
has the form of 
F + u(R, t).VKu(R, t) + pP’V,.J&,(R, t) = - p-’ i V, 
K= I 
Mx(R, R,, Rz, t - ?I 1 (P,(Rx)).VR~ (PK(Rz, t) dR,, dR_ dt,. (21) 
Notice at last that, generally, the stress tensor of the local-equilibrium approximation 
is also a nonlocal functional of (3(R) and v,,(R). 
EQUATIONS OF FLUID DYNAMICS FOR A MEDIUM WITH MEMORY 
Let us consider the influence on the transport processes of the memory effects and 
neglect the nonlocality. This is possible in the long wave approximation, when the char- 
acteristic scale of the change of hydrodynamic values L 9 I, Moreover, we shall suppose 
that the relaxation transport kernels are local functionals of the hydrodynamic variables. 
In this case, the constitutive relations are set by the following expression: 
J:(R, t) = J;c,(R, t) + 5 j-1 M%R, t - t,).VKqAR, t,) dt, 
K=, 
M?K(R, t - tl) = WAR, RI, Rz, t - tI I w(R’)) dR, dRz (22) 
J;o = J;o = 0, J;o = PU, 
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in which p is the pressure. The relaxation transport kernels, M$, are the nonlinear func- 
tionals of the gradients of hydrodynamic variables, and they may be represented in the 
form of a series in the gradients that formally is marked by the uniformity parameter, E, 
which is a measure of the gradients of the macroscopic variables 
M?, = M?, + E M$VR(p, + E*M:,$:V~V~(P, + ... (23) 
Hence, the fluxes, Jj , may also be represented in the form of a series in the gradients of 
the hydrodynamic variables 
J;(R, t) = p(R, t)U + i: I {M%(R, I - ~I)*VR(PK(R, t,) 
K=l 
+ E M$(R, t - f,):VRqK(R, r,) 
+ E* My_$(R, t - ~,):VRVR(PK(R, t,) + ‘.*} dtl. (24) 
In the linear approximation, one should leave the first two terms of the series (24). 
Moreover, the influence on the transport processes of the crossing effects may be neg- 
lected. Thus, for instance, in the linear approximation, the stress tensor has the form 
Ji(R, t) = p(R, t)U + Jr Mg(R, f - f,):Vi+(R, t,) dt, 
ru 
M%(R, t - t,) = j-- (J;(R), j- - (f r,, J;(R,, R2, t,F’o(f,)) dR, dP-2. 
(25) 
By integrating Eq. (25) by parts, replacing the variables r, = t - S, and passing then 
to the limit t + *, we obtain 
J;(R, t) = P(R, t)u + M%(R, O):E(R, t) 
- M;q(R, s):E(R, t - S) ds. (26) 
In deriving Eq. (26), we have set t o = 0; E is the deformation tensor. The expression 
obtained is the constitutive relation of the linear theory of viscoelasticity. Unlike the 
known linear phenomenological theories of viscoelasticity (see Coleman and Noll[ 13]), 
the constitutive relations (26) contain a fully-defined relaxation function of the medium 
M%. Similarly, because the relation (26) has been derived, one can obtain the constitutive 
relations of the linear phenomenological theory of heat conductivity of a medium with a 
memory. 
If we neglect the delay in the relation (24), i.e., if we consider that the relaxation 
transport kernels M% can be modeled by a S-function, 
M%(R, t - t,) = PAR, f)Wr - t,), f=O,1,2 ).... (27) 
then by confining ourselves to the first two terms in the expansion (24), we can obtain 
the constitutive Navier-Stokes relations. By taking into account the next two terms, we 
derive the constitutive relations of the second order. (Note, however, that the second 
order relations are reduced to the Burnett’s relations[l4] only in the rarefied gas 
approximation.) 
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Equation (27) is valid only in the limit of the continuum when the relaxation time may 
be neglected. If the medium has a finite relaxation time, then one can make use of the 
relaxation model of the transport kernel, 
M$R. t - t,) = p,(R, rl)TPi exp (- y} . cw 
in which T is the relaxation time. 
For the isotropic medium, it may be shown that the stress tensor takes the form 
Ji(R, t) = - /-AVKU(R, r)l” - FOOUVR.U(R, t) (29) 
[A;BK]” = A;BK + AKB, - 3 8;xA.B. 
Here, ~0 and loo are the coefficients of shear bulk viscosit;i, respectively. 
In the approximation (28), the momentum equation (21) is equivalent to the differential 
equation in partial derivatives. In order to show this, it is necessary to substitute Eqs. 
(27) and (28) in Eq. (21) and differentiate it with respect to t. In particular, limiting our- 
selves to the first two terms in the expansion (24), we obtain the following equation*: 
TZ ( p$ + fNPVRlJ + VRp ) + p$ + PU.VRU + VKP = VR$.hOIVRU1° + ~“OVR~UU). 
(30) 
The above-stated method of obtaining the generalized equations of fluid dynamics is 
based on modeling the relaxation transport kernels. This is. in itself, an extraordinarily 
complicated problem. The other method is, however, possible. It suffices to localize the 
thermodynamic force in the right-hand side of Eq. (21) and expand V,<(P~(~,) in Taylor 
series near the point t. In the local and linear approximation in the gradients of the hy- 
drodynamic variables, the momentum equation is reduced to the following differential 
equation: 
dll I 
-$ + U.VRU + p-‘vRp = p-‘vR*x 7 
,, n. { 
/_$‘$ ‘I [V,<U]() + /_Lt;;‘U 5 (V,*u) 
1 
(31) 
in which &“’ and &J are some functionals of the relaxation transport kernels. 
If we take into account the next in the gradients term of Eq. (24), then we can derive 
the generalized equations of hydrodynamics of the types (30) and (31). This will corre- 
spond, however, not to Navier-Stokes’ but to Burnett’s level of description. 
Unlike the Navier-Stokes equations, Eqs. (30) and (31) are derived with regard to the 
finiteness of the material relaxation time and, therefore, are fit for describing the highspeed 
and initial relaxation processes. They may be used effectively when studying rarefied 
gases. 
* At small deviations from equilibrium. the hyperbolic equation of heat conductivity was previously obtained 
by Khon’kin[ IS] from the solution of the Boltzmann equation, and for the particular case of a medium in which 
the mass and momentum transport are absent. it was derived by Robertson]lO]. 
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INFLUENCE ON THE TRANSPORT PROCESSES 
OF NONLOCALITY EFFECTS 
Now, let us study the influence on the transport processes of spatial nonlocality, at 
first neglecting the delay. In this case, the dissipative parts of the fluxes (18) take the 
form 
I 
Jil(R, t) = J:(R, tl - J6Ut, t) 
3 
= 
= II 
M&AR, RI, R2, t / (P/(R’PVR~(PK(R~, t) dR, dRz (32) 
K=l 
WKK(R, I 9 R2, t I q/W’)) = JI: MiK(R, RI, R2, t - tl ( q,(R’)) dti. 
First, we shall consider the influence on the transport processes of nonlocality con- 
ditioned by the nonlocality of relaxation transport kernels. With this end in view, we shall 
localize the functionals M& with respect to point R. This may be done by expanding the 
relaxation transport kernels M& (R, RI, Rz, t 1 cp,(R’)) in a series at point R’ with respect 
to some “spatially uniform” fields, q,(R), which coincide with actual ones at point R = 
R’ 
M%R, RI, R2, t 1 cp/(R3)) = M%R, RI, R2, t ) cp/(R)) 
+ ,+, j- M%R, RI, R2, t I cp,W), R3) W3 - WVRW dR3 + .*a (33) 
M;&R, RI, R2, 1 1 cp,OQ, R3) = 
SM:,cK(R, RI, R2, t 1 CPA 
h/W3) * 
The expansion (33) is, in fact, the expansion of the relaxation transport kernels in the 
series in the parameter of nonlocality E, = JL. Therefore, by substituting the expansion 
(33) in Eq. (32), the expressions for the dissipative fluxes in which the corrections con- 
ditioned by the nonlocality of relaxation transport kernels are taken into account can be 
presented in the form of 
J;,(R, t) = 5 j-j- M$-.VR,(PK dR, dRz f E, ;: j-jj- M,%(R3 
K=l K,I 
- R):VR~~~KVR~~, dR, dRz dR3 + 0 (~3,). (34) 
In this expression, the functionals Mjk are nonlinear in the gradients of hydrodynamic 
variables, therefore the fluxes (34), as before, can be presented in the form of a series in 
the gradients or similarly in the uniformity parameter, E: 
Jh(R, 1) = i: [j-J dR, dR2{K%*VR2(PK + &‘A: VR~(PKVR~(PI 
K-1 
+ 0 (E2)) + J-J/ dR, dR:! dR3 E, {K$(R3 - R):V,wKVm 
+ 6%_(R3 - R):VR~VKVR~~~VRW + 0 (~~1) + 0 (E:) 
1 
, (35) 
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in which the functionals KI’t are determined from the expansions 
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M,!A = K;“K + l E;k.V,<~cp,,, + E’K;;:V,+(P,,,V,+(P,, + “. (36) 
If we assume that the gradients of the hydrodynamic variables change weakly enough 
in the length of the correlation, i.e., the correlation parameter E,. is small 
E,. @ I ) (37) 
we can pass from the nonlocal relations (35) to the local constitutive relations. In the same 
approximation, we can consider the medium to be isotropic and neglect the crossing effects 
so that, for the stress tensor in the zero approximation in the parameter E, , we can obtain 
J;, = K:‘;:V,u + E(K:){:V~U,,V~V,, + K:‘;: :VRuV,u + ...) 
+ ~,,[(K~‘f:V~v<~V~l/u + K;(2): :VgV,<u + ...) (38) 
+ E(K:;: :VRu,,V /z.u,,V,<u + K;:: : :VRuVKuVKu + ...) + ..’ 
K:‘; zz 
I 
dR, dRz K:‘;, K;; = 
I 
dR, dR: dR3 K:;. 
If in this equation we confine ourselves mainly to the uniformity parameter terms that 
correspond to the Navier-Stokes level of description, then the relationship (38) will sim- 
plify and take the form 
J;, = K;$!:VRu + E,,(K:(::V~~~V~~~ + K::‘: :VKuVKu + K;:‘:V&V,$ + . ..) + 0 (E;). 
(39) 
Numerical values of the coefficients K$‘j’ can be found with the help of the technique of 
isotropic tensor integration developed by Choh and Uhlenbek[l6] and Garsia-Colin et 
af.[17]. 
A series (39) is already a series only in the parameter of nonlocality. When studying 
the high-gradient flows and the transport processes in a turbulent medium, the parameter 
of nonlocality turns out to be not very small. In such cases, we cannot confine ourselves 
to one-two terms in the expansion (39). In fact, the equations of motion turn out to be 
strongly nonlinear. In particular, the momentum equation describing the one-dimensional, 
nonstationary flow of a fluid in which the density and temperature are spatially uniform 
has the form 
(40) 
(41) 
in which lCrK are some functions of the hydrodynamic variables. 
By retaining in the expansion (41) the first three terms, we can det ive the equation 
previously studied by Yanenko and his colloborators[ 18, 191: 
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We can take into account the influence of nonlocality effects on the processes of heat 
conductivity and diffusion in the same way, because the equation has been made for 
momentum transport processes. In particular, we can show that the one-dimensional 
equation of heat conductivity in a calm, incompressible medium has the form 
(43) 
in which wK are some functions of the hydrodynamic variables. 
If the long-wave approximation is valid, i.e., if the condition (37) is satisfied, then the 
local relations of transport can be obtained from the general equation (32) and otherwise 
localizing the gradients of hydrodynamic variables near the point RI = R. As a result, 
the constitutive relations (32) can be presented in the form of 
J:I = i j-- M;K(R, RI, Rz, t ( cp,(R’)) dR, dR1] .VK~,, 
K=l 
= Ki, qx(R, t 1 (PI(R')).VK(FK(R, t). (44) 
The kinetic coefficients, r);K, are the nonlinear functionals of the gradients of hydro- 
dynamic variables, which in the explicit form can be written as follows: 
J:I = i [$c(R, f 1 ~/(R’))*VR(PK(R, t) 
+ E{~IK(R, t 1 v/(R'))'VR~~K(R, t)V~cp,,,(R, t) 
+ q$(R, t 1 ~~/(R’)):VRVK(PK(R, t) + **‘} + 0 (E’)]. (45) 
The constitutive relations (45). as well as the relations (38), are local but unlike the 
latter with nonlocal kinetic coefficients. The coefficients, ?jlK, are nonlocal functionals 
of the hydrodynamic variables. If we localize these functionals, then for the stress tensor 
we can again derive the relation (38). 
Finally, we shall consider the case in which the parameters of nonlocality, E,, 4 1 and 
E, , turn out to be of the order of the inhomogeneity parameter. Such a situation occurs, 
for example, in the laminar flow of a rarefied gas. Moreover, we shall assume that the 
parameter of inhomogeneity is small, 
E < I, E - E, 9 E,, . (46) 
In this case, all the terms in Eq. (3.5) that depend on the parameter of nonlocality may 
be omitted. As a result, we have 
Jl, (R, t) = 5 j-j- dR, dRz [K%*V,, (PK + E(K:%: VK~ (PK VH: (P/ 
K.l 
+ K$’ : V& VK2 (PK) + 0 (~*)I. (47) 
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For an isotropic fluid, the first term in the right-hand side of Eq. (47) corresponds to 
the Navier-Stokes level of description, the second to the Burnett’s level of description, 
and the third to Superburnett’s level of description[20]. If we now localize the gradients 
of the hydrodynamic variables on the right-hand side of expression (47). thus expanding 
them in a series at the point RI = R, then, for a rarefied gas in the first approximation, 
we can obtain the Navier-Stokes constitutive relations and in the second approximation 
the Burnett’s relations. Constitutive relations of the third order and all the relations of 
higher order will contain additional terms as compared with corresponding relations de- 
rived by solving the kinetic Boltzmann equation with the help of the Chapman-Enskog 
method[21]. Thus, the stress tensor of the third order will contain, as compared with the 
corresponding relation that is obtained in the kinetic theory[20], a term with the form of 
1 
-i 
K::‘(RZ - R) (Rz - R) dR, dR2 : :VKVKVRu(R). 
1 
(48) 
Formally, in relations corresponding to Burnett’s level of description, an additional term 
conditioned by the nonlocality of relation (47) also arises. However, it is easy to show 
that the coefficient at this term vanishes. Thus, for a case in which it is possible to neglect 
the nonlocality of relaxation transport kernels, the correlation parameter, E,., turns out to 
be of the order of uniformity and both are less than one. The nonlocality associated with 
the dissipative flux correlation contributes to the transport processes of the order Ed. 
Generally, when we consider the nonstationary phenomenon, if we cannot separate 
the effects of nonlocality and memory, we must allow for both of these effects in the 
equations of fluid dynamics. Far from the critical point, we can confine ourselves to the 
long-wave approximation in the correlation parameter, wherein the generalized, nonlinear, 
integral, reology relations are derived and the corresponding equations of fluid dynamics 
are nonlinear integro-differential equations. For example, the equation describing the flow 
(40) has the form 
(y)^+‘] d,,} . (49) 
The passage to the differential equations of fluid dynamics may be performed in the same 
manner as before. In particular, in the relaxation approximation, the momentum equation 
has the form of 
r at2 ( a2u au au d2U -+--++u- at ax atax 1 + $ + II E = $ [j(, *; (;,^+‘J , (50) 
in which IJJ~ are some functions. 
If we localize the velocity gradient in time in Eq. (49), we can then arrive at the following 
momentum equation: 
au $+l,g=$ =j)-, 
dx [,,, 1: I (i$+‘] ’ (51) 
in which YK are some functionais. 
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